
DJ,
  I understand where you are.  Even though I disagree with some of your methods, I see what you are trying to do.  My worry is simple.  It took me 15 
years to buld a reputation as an honorable and honest person. Not an easy thing when you are a 6'4" tattooed ex-biker.  Specially in the YACHT 
business.  My second goalo has always been to maintain an excellent credit rating.  as you know, that is now history.  As for my reputation in the 
industry, I don't know.  This is some of what we need to address when we sit down.  I would prefer to do it sooner than next tuesday, but understand if 
you have other pressign things.  I could be don this weekend if it would help.

Bob Bitchin
Founder
Latitudes & Attitudes Magazine
Executive Producer
Latitudes & Attitudes TV
bob@seafaring.com
(310) 798-3445 Ext. #208
www.seafaring.com

Notice: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient, and may be a confidential communication or a communication privileged by law. If you 
received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the 
error by return e-mail and please delete this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

On May 31, 2012, at 12:35 PM, DJ Doran wrote:

Bob,

I have absolutely no problem with you being honest and forthright.  As a matter of fact, I count on it.  But when Paul tells me that you told him you were 
losing everything and we are in over our head and knowing that the impact of that information would be severely damaging to us and the company, I 
have a problem with that.  Sending emails to former staff, vendors, Kim and Chris from your AOL account expressing your concerns or frustrations, I 
have a problem with that.  You once told Kim in front of all of us that it is a huge no no to ever to say anything negative about anyone in the industry.  I 
took you at your word and neither Joe nor I have ever done so.  Regardless of the harsh responses to some of the changes we have made.

I have never had any secrets between us regarding the business but without any financial help and a huge bloated company full of employees that the 
company cannot afford we have had to make very tough decisions.  I do not know what Joe and I did to anyone in this company to deserve the way we 
have been treated other than for Joe and I to work our asses off to keep everyone employed and the doors open.  I can tell you EVERYTHING that we 
have done to date has been to try to get us on better and more stable financial footing considering how the final structure of the deal worked out so that 
we could have adequate time needed to fulfill the terms of our agreement.

My plans are to continue to cut bloat and unnecessary expenses, suspend all businesses that do not generate enough capital to justify their continued 
operation and focus on our CORE business. Once the CORE is stabilized we can and will rebuild from a stronger foundation.  Right now, the foundation 
is not able to support all of the excessive employee costs and unprofitable arms from just the advertising revenue and some paltry revenue from other 
sources. There is just too much immediate debt and obligations.  This is what any competent and professional CEO would do in the same situation and 
it is what I unfortunately FAILED to do from the outset, and that is my fault alone.

I know you and Jody are worried, we are too. Joe and I are at our wits end and quite frankly I am tired of busting our backs for Staff/Vendors  that only 
take and take and take and when there is nothing left to give they kick you in the teeth and tell you that you are a piece of shit for the privilege.  I know 
that we have both had our trust in each other questioned but these changes in the business have to happen because of multiple factors, some beyond 
anyones control in order to allow us to continue to operate.  It would have been great if we could employ everyone and pay them salaries and take them 
everywhere etc... but we can't.  I am working toward getting the company lean and efficient and able to pay its own bills from its cash flow without 
having to constantly find new sources of money to keep operations funded.

I would prefer it if we can all tone down the stress and see if there really is a way to work thru this.  I don't want to fight with you or Jody.  I genuinely 
miss you guys and I know Joe is heartbroken about the current state of things.  It's not healthy and it's not fair or justified.

My priorities:

Interest Payments to FTW
Payroll
Printer
Day to Day Operating Expenses

This is my plan.  Straightforward and Simple.

Something to think about before we get together..

Best regards,

Bob Bitchin <bob@seafaring.com>
To: DJ Doran <dj@seafaring.com>
Re: Mexico
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DJ Doran, Publisher
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 A Multimedia Company 
Office  310-798-3445 x208
Mobile 510-318-0065
Fax     310-798-3448
http://www.latsandatts.com

On May 31, 2012, at 11:52 AM, Bob Bitchin wrote:

DJ,
  I agree we need to get things straight between us.  When Paul called me I talked to him and answered his questions.  I have nothing to hide and am 
ho9nest with people.  I am sorry if this is a problem for you.  As I guess you know, I am not happy with where Lats&Atts stands right now and am 
worried about its future.  To that end, you never discuss anything with me, as you are the CEO, and I am a lowly employee.
   Next week when I come down we will discuss whatever you want to talk about.  I am very interested in what your pans are to get us out of the hole 
we are in and onto good footing.

Bob Bitchin
Founder
Latitudes & Attitudes Magazine
Executive Producer
Latitudes & Attitudes TV
bob@seafaring.com
(310) 798-3445 Ext. #208
www.seafaring.com

Notice: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient, and may be a confidential communication or a communication privileged by law. If you 
received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of 
the error by return e-mail and please delete this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

On May 31, 2012, at 11:39 AM, DJ Doran wrote:

Bob,

I only sent Frank one email reply and copied you on it. We were never "Buying" the marina we were negotiating to lease it. I really just want to get 
things resolved between us so that we can move forward and hopefully Lats & Atts will survive.  I have so many fires to put out today that there is 
nothing else I can focus on right now.  You are aware of EVERYTHING that we are currently faced with. 

Are you saying that you do not want the company back?  I spoke with Paul and his Attorney yesterday and they gave me an earful regarding the LS 
and Paul's conversation with you.  The Harbormaster in Emeryville also called me and told me that he also had an earful from Paul about his 
conversation with you.  He indicated things that he could not possibly know about what is going on without someone talking to him.  I have worked 
things out with them and others but I really want all of this negative stuff to end.  It is a huge and unnecessary distraction. 

I am operating under the assumption that we are good and you are ready to move forward.  I guess we will see how things go once you receive the 
document and whether or not we both agree to sign it.

Best regards,

DJ Doran, Publisher
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http://www.latsandatts.com

On May 31, 2012, at 11:15 AM, Bob Bitchin wrote:

DJ,
  I asked the owner at Marina Paraiso if he was selling the marina, and got a message back saying that he couldn't answer me, and an email you'd 
sent him saying I was trying to take the company back.  Wassup with that?  

Bob Bitchin
Founder
Latitudes & Attitudes Magazine
Executive Producer
Latitudes & Attitudes TV
bob@seafaring.com
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